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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 

Someone can legitimately utilise materials as a means of articulating his feelings. 

Accordingly, realising the material's importance is fundamental. Reading these texts 

and deciphering their meanings can be difficult and time-consuming. The most efficient 

solution to this issue is to use a machine. When it comes to artificial intelligence's 

potential in the realm of language learning, the content outline is a vastly underexplored 

but promising field of research. Research efforts should prioritise developing a system 

to automatically summarise content. An important part of a large report may now be 

written much more quickly thanks to the content summary generator. In contrast to 

languages like English, Bengali does not have any summarising software. The 

fundamental goal of this study is to extend the range of Bengali linguistic resources and 

developments. An attempt at a computer-generated book summary in Bengali is the 

subject of this inquiry. The Bengali language section of this testing was quite 

challenging. So far, I have set the groundwork for an automatic summarising software 

in the Bengali language. The information is gleaned from people's typical online 

behaviour. A deep learning model was used to create the summarizer. The model affects 

the findings of the study because it takes into consideration the fact that a faster train 

shortens the time it takes to recover from a tragedy. My work has improved the 

efficiency with which our Bengali text summarizer and its related rundown model can 

summarise a book in a few short sentences. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

These days, everyone wants to be well-informed, but few have the time to read 

extensively in order to achieve this goal. The world needs real-time automated text 

summary to keep everyone informed in the least amount of time possible. In addition 

to helping, you decide which of various potential reading options is most relevant to 

your needs, text summaries can be used to rapidly determine whether or not a lengthy 

Bengali document is worth reading in its entirety. Bangladesh's rapid technological 

progress has led to widespread use of the Bengali language online, making Bengali Text 

Summarization a need. This proposed method aims to absorb Bengali-language articles 

and generate a shortened version that is faithful to the original's meaning.  

 

The most common types of summarizations are extractive and abstractive. By 

excluding the sentences that contribute the least to the text's intended meaning, the 

Extractive technique produces a shorter and more accurate version of the material. To 

use an abstractive approach means to condense the source material while keeping the 

major points and ideas intact. The synthetic summary will have natural language flow 

and word choice. The most important concepts from a text are drawn out, and the 

sentences are streamlined for maximum clarity. The abstract content summarizer shown 

here includes a theoretical repository of content. The system is supplied news articles 

from the national daily "The Daily Prothom Alo," and from there a summary is 

generated; in pre-processing, the system tokenizes the extract and removes the stop 

words from the extract so that they do not affect the summary production. The 

programme stems the words to their fundamental forms after the stop words have been 

removed. Words that share a root are grouped together for this purpose. As I continue 

my research, I hope to develop a method by which I can provide an abstract summary 

of the material found in Bengali.  
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No machine can deliver perfectly reliable results every time, but the best possible 

results can usually be obtained. My automated abstract content summarizer has also 

looked like that. While no summary is guaranteed to be perfect, the most extreme 

reaction of a machine outline is acceptable for a summary of Bengali material. 
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1.2 MOTIVATION 

 

 

Bangladesh is undergoing a digital revolution and developing more astounding 

technology; hence a stronger infrastructure is needed. As elsewhere, most services in 

Bangladesh are digital. As more individuals rely on digital media, the number of 

monthly newspaper subscribers has dropped. To keep up with modern life's fast pace, 

we need a system that can swiftly summarise our information so we're always well-

informed. 

 

A content summary condenses vast literature or data sets. A rundown focuses on the 

most important catchphrases and gives them context. It's difficult and time-consuming 

to read long material smoothly and find dynamic structural content. Sometimes we read 

a book but don't understand it. Many archives in a report make finding the theoretical 

challenging. A programmed content summarizer condenses content quickly. A 

computerised content summarizer can also identify which terms are most important, 

most frequently used, and comprehensive. Reading online articles, blogs, and news 

sites can be tiring. Why the data is disorganised and unclear. Another reason for using 

a book summary tool. A content outline approach determines the significance part from 

the given content archives, not an abstract content summarizer.  

 

Today's society depends on information. Multiple sources of infinite content data. This 

much data requires a lot of storage space, which is expensive and causes placement 

issues. The summarizer minimises the record size and includes only the most significant 

details. Modern technology requires a computer-generated book summary. Everyone 

speaks Bengali. The client believes the present NLP asset is insufficient for this 

language. This is why NLP tools, technology, and developments are needed. This 

research aims to construct a computer-generated abstractive book summarizer for 

Bengali to find its natural language processing goldmine. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVE 

 

 

In order to locate an appropriate title within the news piece. In order to provide output 

that is meaningful and relevant while also reducing the number of irrelevant words. In 

order to pinpoint the particular model that will work best for the Bengali news topic. 

 

In this paper, we propose a system that would use innovative algorithms to generate 

summaries of Bengali texts automatically. We expect that our study will throw new 

light on the problem and pave the path for further research because there has been 

relatively little work on Bengali text summarization to date. 

 

 

 

1.4 EXPECTED OUTPUT 

 

 

Since this is a research project, our main goal was to get a research article out into the 

field. Science is a process that is always going on. Many people do searches on narrow 

research topics to find a good answer. The creator then puts together the final products 

for the customers. Most research and tools for the Bengali language are made with an 

extractive content outline, not with an abstractive content breakdown. In the same way, 

many analysts and engineers don't want to share their data and tools with everyone. We 

aren't getting the most out of our exploration efforts right now because of this. The 

Bengali language also looks at how well you can summarize what you've learned. 

Researchers have done some preliminary work on a general overview of Bengali 

content in the past. The result wasn't good enough for a computer to use to make a 

summary of a Bengali book. The machine is important for a programmed framework 

to work. So, the machine has to learn on its own. So, the framework in which the 

learning model works could be a web app or a program with a wider range of uses. In 

this study, we talk about an AI technique for outlining abstract Bengali content and talk 
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about two important steps toward making a model for automatically summarizing 

Bengali content. 

 

1.5 CHALLENGES 

 

 

It was more challenging to implement text summary in Bengali than in English, the 

language most often used around the world. Multiple English summarization efforts 

have led to widely available packages and tools for doing rapid preparation of test data. 

Because no equivalent library existed for Bengali, we had to manually build the 

necessary codes.  

 

The algorithm also had to deal with the fact that words in Bengali literature don't always 

appear in their English-language derivatives; instead, the syntax of the Bengali 

language changes the words to fit the context of the sentence. Since the most significant 

way to alter an English sentence is to add a suffix or prefix, the lemmatization approach 

provided by the Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK) written in Python can 

easily manage such little alterations. Because every Bengali word is reduced to its 

simplest form during the stemming process, the system has to be launched with a 

dedicated stemming class. 

 

 

1.6 RESEARCH QUESTION 

 

 

• Benefits of Bengali content summary are discussed. 

• When working with NLP, what steps must be taken to ready Bengali content? 

• How exactly does the Bengali content summary work? 

• How far in advance can we guess the topic of upcoming Bengali works? 

• Why do translations from Bengali to English sometimes use different phrases 

when summarising the same material? 

• How can I learn more about the inner workings of the Bengali content 

rundown model? 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A machine must interpret any language presentation. Machine translation assists a 

computer in understanding text and can be used to construct automated systems. NMT 

can also be used to perform machine translation. (Bahdanau, et.al.,2014) used their 

combined knowledge in their paper to improve how common encoding and decoding 

techniques are presented. The encoder receives a vector of content phrases as input, and 

the decoder returns the potential vector groups. Then, to make NMT even more 

successful, the Attention-Based Methods are introduced. Some issues with NMT 

include the fact that training and testing take more time and money, and that utilising a 

rare word in an arrangement would not produce a satisfactory outcome. (Wu Y., 

et.al.,2016) developed a GNMT framework to help people grasp NMT. Summarizing 

text material is the most studyable subfield of natural language processing. For a wide 

variety of languages, this topic has been the subject of countless studies. A great deal 

of study has gone into extractive summarization, but not so much has been done on 

abstractive summarization. In this section, we'll take a closer look at some outstanding 

examples of work in these areas. 

 

For content-related issues, RNN provides a solution. The best outcomes for 

summarising abstract content are achieved through the mastery of grouping to 

arrangement with RNNs, according to (Nallapati et.al., 2016). A set of bits equal in 

length to the vector's information is used by the encoder, and the information is 

reassembled in the most semantically equivalent way by the decoder. There is a demand 

for enhanced abstract summaries of data. Continuous, real-time, real-world use of 

DRGD. Abstract material summaries have advanced uses, including facilitating 

education. To better understand how to summarise complex data, (Wang, et.al., 2018) 

proposed utilising a fortification system as a model. To create a more comprehensive 

overview, convolutional succession learning is employed here. The importance of 

learning in context is emphasised throughout this research. The use of the CNN is 

crucial to the procedure as a whole (Chen, et.al.,2018).  

 

In 1958, Luhn proposed utilising phrase-level word frequency measures to evaluate 

sentences and finally choose the highest-ranking sentences for the summary (Luhn, 
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et.al.,1958). Numerous efforts have been made in recent years to automate the task of 

summarising texts. Abstract summarization strategies that take advantage of both 

structural and semantic information were among them (Cheng, et.al.,2022). Effective 

and popular extractive summarising approaches include cluster-based methods, neural 

network summarization methods, graph-based methods, latent semantic analysis (LSA) 

methods, and fuzzy logic based, query-based methods (Song et.al., 2010). Though 

many researchers have looked into various approaches to summarising texts in English, 

very little has been done in other natural languages such as Bengali. This is the case 

despite the fact that summarization of texts is a vital use of NLP.  

 

(Ilya Sutskever, et.al.,2014) present a method for detecting up sequences using 

multilayer LSTM. The encoder acts as a link between the information grouping 

structure and a content vector. Decoding occurs when a second person translates the 

grouping vector. As a result, the LSTM will not be surprised by the larger group. This 

would allow the request to group to be reversed (Sutskever, et.al., 2014). For such long 

lists, people typically use Wikipedia’s "extract content summary." This approach may 

also generate multi-report summaries from large datasets similar to the one being used. 

Lifeng Shang show how to generate a succinct overview of the content (El-Kassas, 

et.al., 2021). Only a few publications in recent years have attempted to summarise 

Bengali-language works (Das et.al., 2022). The summarization results obtained with 

the seq2seq learning model, which incorporates LSTM, are good. The "sequence to 

arrangement learning" technique is used in this research project to generate an abstract 

content index. Use the analysis tool to create an abstract summary of the text. For this 

aim, Bengali summaries of little bits of information and their English translations are 

used as data. When the encoding and interpreting component model is used, the 

abstractive content summary in Bengali improves. 

 

 

While the practise of summarising texts in Bengali is not as widespread as it is in 

English, there has been a lot of interest in the area as a new area of study in recent years. 

One of the earliest attempts to summarise Bengali texts was published in 2004 by Islam 

(Islam, et.al.,2004) which can be viewed as the pioneering work in this field. Their 

suggested corpus-based search engine would look for the term in many texts and then 

summarise the papers that included it, making it possible to search through vast 
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collections of documents using keywords. Uddin and khan (Ghosh, et.al., 2018) created 

a java summarizer that sorts sentences in a suitable order using a combination of the 

location methodology, the cue method, the title, and the frequency of terms. As a result, 

just the top 40% of the text with the highest ratings were presented. Sarkar (Barua, 

et.al., 2021) employed a variety of methods, including TF-IDF (Term Frequency - 

Inverse Document Frequency) positional value, and sentence length, to synthesise 

Bengali news items. His plan was to boil down a news story to its essentials, so 

providing greater context and meaning to the reader. He used reference summaries he 

had written for a total of 30 Bengali documents in his analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1.1 SYSTEM WORKFLOW 

 

Whole thing is structured like. Within that section, we will simply go over each of the 

steps that will be used during process. The following is an overview of the entire 

research process, outlining its development as work progressed. 

 
 

Figure 3.1.1: System Workflow 
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3.1.2 DATA COLLECTION 

 

This dataset was imported from an online Kaggle and consists of a collection of texts 

with their human-generated summaries. It uses the abstractive approach to 

summarization. Texts for text summarizing have included pieces from "The Daily 

Prothom Alo" and "Kaler Kantho," two of Bangladesh's most widely circulated dailies, 

among others. Two news stories from the Daily Prothom Alo website are provided. 

 

Table 2: Content and title length quantiles for tokenized articles 

Quantile Content Length Title Length 

min 1 3 

25% 169.0 7.0 

mean 369.0 8.7 

75% 464.0 11.0 

max 14739.0 651.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.3 PREPROCESSING 

 

 

Fundamental preprocessing activities must be carried out before the actual model 

construction can begin. Using unorganized or cleansed text data could have serious 

consequences. Here, we remove any extraneous elements from the text that aren't 

essential to solving the problem at hand. 

 

After the dataset was moved, all of its content should have been tokenized. Because of 

that, the long text has been summed up in one word. Which is helpful if you want to 

build your dataset around a few key features, like a lack of messy data and a lot of silly, 

empty limits. It also adds to the language of the dataset, which is important for issues 

related to natural language processing. This language can be used to find important data 

structure word embedding report. Some words are used over and over again in every 
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language. Another thing is that Bengali doesn't have a lot of ways to shorten words. It 

refers to a word's shortened form or the process of making a shortened form of a term. 

The machine can't understand the short form of the book because it doesn't give the full 

meaning of the word. You won't hear those words very often. These words are used on 

signs, posters, and announcements, among other things. Using the standard way to say 

something takes away from the drug's amazing or terrible quality. The standard 

pronunciation we use includes white space, outside spacing, English characters, 

highlighted content structures, and leaving Bengali digits out of the text itself. In NLP, 

it is a common practice to make it clear what stop words mean. Most of the time, stop 

words are used to get rid of words that don't mean much. For written English to not 

have the "keep word" problem, NLTK users must do work in the library to come up 

with the necessary "out" words. But the Bengali stop word can't be taken out of the 

library right now. So, I started by getting together every Bengali stop word I could find 

online. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.3: Train test of slicing through a log 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We do the splitting for you when it comes to CSV files. As we said before, we put 

together all the goods that happened in the same month and year. By splitting files at 
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the file level, you can make sure that both the training and testing sets have the same 

number of newly released files at different times. 90% of the data is used to train the 

deep learning model, and the other 10% is used to test it. Listing 3 shows that there are 

520 examples in the training set and 60,000 examples in the testing set. 

 

Table 3: Text Cleaning (Preprocessing) 

 

Raw Text Cleaning 

চলতি বছরে জানুয়াতেে প্রথম সপ্তারে 

অরুণাচল প্ররেরেে টুটটিং-এ গ াপরন তচরনে 

োস্তা তিতেে পতেকল্পনা গেরস্ত তেরয়রছ 

োেি। োেিীয় গসনাবাতেনীে োতব, এই তনরয় 

ইতিমরযে ক্ষমাও গচরয়রছ িাো।     

 তনজস্ব প্রতিরবেন : সম্প্রতি অরুণাচরল 

অনুপ্ররবরেে জনে ক্ষমা গচরয়রছ তচন। গ াটট 

উইতলয়ারম গসনা তেবরসে অনুষ্ঠারনে  াাঁরক 

গসামবাে এমনটাই জানারলন ইস্টান ট 

কমারেে প্রযান, গল রটনোন্ট গজনারেল 

অেয় কৃষ্ণ। তিতন বরলন, ''গেরেে পশ্চিম 

সীমারে অনুপ্ররবরেে ঘটনা গেমন োেিীয় 

গসনাবাতেনীরক োবারে, গিমনই এবাে পূব ট 

সীমারে অনুপ্ররবরেে সিংখ্ো বৃশ্চিও 

োলকাোরব তনরে না োেি।'' চলতি বছরে 

জানুয়াতেে প্রথম সপ্তারে অরুণাচল প্ররেরেে 

টুটটিং-এ গ াপরন তচরনে োস্তা তিতেে 

পতেকল্পনা গেরস্ত তেরয়রছ োেি। োেিীয় 

গসনাবাতেনীে োতব, এই তনরয় ইতিমরযে 

ক্ষমাও গচরয়রছ িাো।     অনেতেরক, গনপারল 

তচনা পতেকাঠারমা বেবোে করে ইন্টােরনট 

পতেরেবা চাল ুেওয়াে ঘটনারকও োলকাোরব 

তনরি চাইরছ না োেি। তবেয়টট েরথষ্ট 

উরের ে বরলও মরন কেরছন গল রটনোন্ট 

গজনারেল অেয় কৃষ্ণ। 

 

চলতি বছরে জানুয়াতেে প্রথম সপ্তারে 

অরুণাচল প্ররেরেে টুটটিং এ গ াপরন তচরনে 

োস্তা তিতেে পতেকল্পনা গেরস্ত তেরয়রছ োেি 

োেিীয় গসনাবাতেনীে োতব এই তনরয় 

ইতিমরযে ক্ষমাও গচরয়রছ িাো তনজস্ব 

প্রতিরবেন সম্প্রতি অরুণাচরল অনুপ্ররবরেে 

জনে ক্ষমা গচরয়রছ তচন গ াটট উইতলয়ারম 

গসনা তেবরসে অনুষ্ঠারনে  াাঁরক গসামবাে 

এমনটাই জানারলন ইস্টান ট কমারেে প্রযান 

গল রটনোন্ট গজনারেল অেয় কৃষ্ণ তিতন 

বরলন গেরেে পশ্চিম সীমারে অনুপ্ররবরেে 

ঘটনা গেমন োেিীয় গসনাবাতেনীরক 

োবারে গিমনই এবাে পূব ট সীমারে 

অনুপ্ররবরেে সিংখ্ো বৃশ্চিও োলকাোরব 

তনরে না োেি চলতি বছরে জানুয়াতেে 

প্রথম সপ্তারে অরুণাচল প্ররেরেে টুটটিং এ 

গ াপরন তচরনে োস্তা তিতেে পতেকল্পনা 

গেরস্ত তেরয়রছ োেি োেিীয় গসনাবাতেনীে 

োতব এই তনরয় ইতিমরযে ক্ষমাও গচরয়রছ 

িাো অনেতেরক গনপারল তচনা পতেকাঠারমা 

বেবোে করে ইন্টােরনট পতেরেবা চাল ু

েওয়াে ঘটনারকও োলকাোরব তনরি চাইরছ 

না োেি তবেয়টট েরথষ্ট উরের ে বরলও মরন 

কেরছন গল রটনোন্ট গজনারেল অেয় কৃষ্ণ 
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3.1.4 IMPLEMENTATION  

 

We shall present our entire study process here. When it comes to the methods used to 

find answers, each piece of academic work is different. The implementation section 

will show all the methods used to complete the study. Within this approach section, we 

will talk about utilizing models and briefly describe each section. For a visual 

representation of all the steps involved, see the flowchart below: 

 
Figure 3.1.4.1: Implementation overview of the workflow 
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ATTENTION MECHANISM 

 

 

The attention mechanism is a recent Deep Learning technique that has proven 

particularly useful for Natural Language Processing applications such as machine 

translation, image captioning, dialogue generation, and so on. It is a method of 

improving the performance of the RNN model, which is used to encode and decode 

data sequences. In this paper, I'll attempt to explain how attention works and how it 

influences how we categorize text. 

The Encoder-Decoder paradigm has a simple flaw: it encodes the input sequence into a 

constant-length vector before decoding the output at each time step. People believe that 

decoding long sequences is difficult because the neural network cannot handle 

sentences that are significantly longer than those in the training corpus. The model 

attempts to guess the following word by searching for a set of locations in the source 

sentence that contain the most important information. The model predicts the next word 

based on context vectors linked to these source locations and all of the target words that 

have already been created. When the attention model performs an output time step, it 

also generates a new context vector that can be used to filter the input sequence. 

 

 

ENCODER & DECODER 

 

 

When dealing with input and output sequences of varying lengths, the Encoder-Decoder 

architecture is typically employed. Let's take a look at it from a text summarization 

perspective. An extensive word-string serves as input, and the resulting output is a 

shortened version of the input. In most cases, it's best to use a form of a Recurrent 

Neural Network (RNN), such as a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) or a Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) for the encoding and decoding stages. This is because they solve the 

vanishing gradient problem, allowing them to capture long-term dependencies. 

Training and inference are two distinct options for setting up the Encoder-Decoder. 

 

If we assume that x is a neutral arrangement of sentences, then x has the highest 

probability of being the next word in the word vector sequence. Given that y is the 

original sentence order, the probability that, 
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𝑎𝑟𝑔 (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝑝(𝑥|𝑦))……………………. (1) 

 

One-directional RNNs and Bi-directional RNNs are the two main varieties of RNNs. 

Both the information and the output of a unidirectional RNN are linked to each other in 

a linear fashion. A bidirectional RNN consists of two layers, each with two different 

directions of rotation, or "bearings" [9]. Each has two possible directions: forward and 

backward. These are put to use in an effort to solve the problem of machine 

interpretation. For this project, we used an RNN with two layers. Since we used RNN 

for Bengali, the encoder's contribution is a constant measure of the language's length. 

Information provided by a decoder allows for the calculation of a yield sequence that 

is dependent on that information. In this case, likelihood calculation lies at the heart of 

the basic computation. If X is the full data sequence, with values of (x1, x2, x3,..., xn), 

and c is the configuration vector, then the grouping is, 

 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑡 − ℎ𝑡−1 ) ……………………. (2)  

And c,  

𝑐 = 𝑞({ℎ1,… . . ℎ𝑇𝑥})……………………. (3) 

 

Take the hypothetical case when Decoder expects a yield succession of y = {y1....., 

yTy}. After that, the most likely response or synopsis will be, 

 

𝑝(𝑦) = ∏ 𝑝(𝑦 ∨ {𝑦1,… , 𝑦𝑡−1}, 𝑐) 𝑇 𝑡=1 ……………………………………. (4)  

𝑝(𝑦 ∨ {𝑦1,… , 𝑦𝑡−1}, 𝑐) = 𝑔(𝑦𝑡−1, 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑐)…………………………………… (5) 
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Figure 3.1.4.2: Encoder & Decoder of Attention Layer 
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SEQ2SEQ 

 

 

The model for Seq2Seq is built by the LSTM cell. First, the vector file is utilised to 

form the input of the word. In the vector file, each connected word is assigned a 

numerical value. These encoded data are treated in the same way that encoder input is. 

To store the sequence value, the encoder employs a Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM). To identify their relative places, a token was used at the beginning and end of 

each sequence in this scenario. The code specified some distinct sequences. All of those 

distinct tokens have a function in the encoder and decoder, where they are used to 

process the sequence. Use <END> to indicate the last input character. The encoder will 

instantly stop processing the input sequence when it hits the <END> token. The decoder 

then deciphers the sequence and generates output that matches the input. Stop decoding 

when you reach the end of the output sequence, which is represented by the <END> 

character.  

 

Following the completion of the encoding phase, the sequence must wait for an 

instruction before going to the decoder. In this case, a token is utilised to tell the decoder 

that a specific encoding sequence is about to be inserted. Some text or words in the 

sequence are left out. We must determine the identification of each link in the chain. 

So we settled with the more mysterious one-of-a-kind token. As soon as a new token is 

identified in the sequence, it is added to the text as a normal token. The train runs in 

time increments. Sequences of roughly the same length had to be grouped in batches. 

As a result, we made use of a device known as a token. 
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Figure 3.1.4.3: Encoder & Decoder of Seq2Seq 
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CHAPTER 4 

3.1 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Abstract content summarization is one of the most challenging problems in natural 

language processing. If certain components of the material are absent or are not 

necessary for the reaction, the machine will naturally shorten it. As a result, it is difficult 

to find a concise outline. In such a content summarizer, the computation of probability 

is used frequently. Due to the fact that the machine generates results based on the worst-

case scenario. As words are added to the model during the train phase, their weights are 

calculated to indicate the likelihood of a response to the outline. The content data must 

be prepared after preprocessing in order for the model to build machine competence. 

Every model of deep learning incorporates a training backend motor. TensorFlow 

2.10.0 was utilized as the backend work engine for this project. To characterize the 

train, it is necessary to characterize certain crucial parameters. Age, cluster size, 

learning velocity, and the number of layers is examples of variables. Based on these 

qualities, preparation can begin. It is imperative to shorten the train's delay. We 

employed the "Adam" optimizing agent for this evaluation to reduce error and improve 

the model. A well-rounded model can produce outstanding results when tested. 

Preparing data for the deep learning model requires a robust computer. GPU excels in 

this scenario. We refrained from utilizing GPU work to create our model during this 

inquiry. This is achieved by first training my model on a direct computer. This wastes 

a great deal of time and effort in model development and does not produce sufficient 

summarization results. We use Google Colab to complete the training of the model. 

This allows the user complete GPU control. This will reduce the train's travel time. The 

parameter estimation code for this experiment is provided below. 
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3.1.2 RESULTS 

 

 

We developed a system to summarize English content first, and then adapted that to 

Bengali. Under specific scenarios, each model can be advantageous. Its goal was to 

lessen the impact of whatever features we might lose. There was a decrease in the 

learning model's error rate. There must be a reduction in the loss function for all chain 

information to be useful. Through training, we have accumulated the loss function. At 

the end of the training period, the loss function is summed. A major initial loss is 

incurred by the model. Recently, though, progress in reducing losses has stagnated. The 

value of the weight is 0.08. The "train" and "test" portions of each of our datasets are 

distinct. Right now, you can choose between 800 training data sets and 200 test data 

sets. 

 

 

The approximate yield of the machine is correct. Everyone is aware that no machine 

can consistently guarantee a faultless output. In addition, our pre-built model yields 

acceptable outcomes, albeit not for all qualities. Its responses to the content are 

inconsistent. However, the content's significance is mirrored by the fact that it received 

the most responses overall. 

I was able to cut the failure rate from 0.009 to 0.002 with minimal practice. I store the 

model in a file called "model.ckpt" for the purpose of evaluating the outcomes. I then 

schedule a TensorFlow session to reload the chart that was previously saved. Then, 

outline the content and overview information at random to confirm that everything is 

accurate. Then on, I capitalize on the contribution of the model—the motivation of a 

succession—by translating it into industrial jargon in order to encourage a succession. 
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Figure 3.1.2: Summary and text graph comparison 
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3.1.3 TEST ARTICLES 

 

 

Table 4: Article and summary results of 1 

Article Summary 

েে তেশ্চি গকাড, এরেলস অোে তডমনসএে 

পে এবাে ডোন ব্রাউরনে েে তেশ্চি গকাড 

তসতেরজে িৃিীয় উপনোস ইন ারন টা গথরকও 

তসরনমা তনম টারণে গঘােণা তেরয়রছন েন 

োওয়াডট। বোবরেে মরিা প্রর সে েবাটট 

লোিংডরনে েূতমকায় গেখ্া োরব অস্কােজয়ী 

অতেরনিা টম েোঙ্কসরক। আে তসরনমায় 

গুরুত্বপূণ ট আরেকটট চতেরে গেখ্া োরব 

োেিীয় অতেরনিা ইে ান খ্ানরক। 

 

জানুয়াতেরি এলতস গখ্ালা করমরছ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Article and summary results of 2 

Article Summary 

তব্রটটে অোকারডতম অ  ত ল্মস অোে 

গটতলতেেন আটটস বা বা টা অোওয়াডটরসে 

আসে বসরছ গ ব্রুয়াতেরি। মরনানয়রনে 

তেক গথরক েীরে ট েরয়রছ আত্মজীবনীমূলক 

তসরনমা েে তথওতে অ  এেতেতথিং এবিং 

করমতড তসরনমা েে গ্র্োে বুোরপস্ট গোরটল। 

তসরনমা েুটট চােটট প্রযান কোটা তেরিই 

মরনানয়ন গপরয়রছ। 

 

বা টা মরনানয়রন এত রয় েে গ্র্োে 

বুোরপস্ট গোরটল 
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Table 6: Article and summary results of 3 

Article Summary 

তচেপ্রতিেন্দ্বীে মুরখ্ামুতখ্ েওয়াে আর  

আেে ট প্রস্তুতি েয়তন গকারনা েরলে। িবু 

অরেতলয়ায়  ি করয়ক মাস গিা শ্চিরকরটে 

মরযে েরয়রছ োেি। গস কােরণ িারেে 

পাতকস্তারনে গচরয় খ্াতনকটা এত রয় োখ্রছন 

ইনজামামউল েক। ৯২ে তবশ্বকাপ তেরয় 

তবশ্বমরি তনরজে সামরথ টেে প্রথম জানান 

গেওয়া এই তকিংবেতেে েৃটষ্টরি 

োেিপাতকস্তান মোেরণ পাথ টকে  রে তেরি 

পারে আরেকটট তবেয় টস 

 

ইনজামারমে কলাম: োেিপাতকস্তান 

 াইনারলে আর ে  াইনাল 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Article and summary results of 4 

Article Summary 

২০১৯ তবশ্বকারপ সোসতে জায় া করে 

গনওয়ায় কা রজকলরম সুরো  গপরলও 

আ  াতনস্তান ও আয়ােলোরেে জনে 

গিমন গকারনা সুখ্বে গনই। গে সমরয়ে মরযে 

েে্াশ্চঙ্কিংরয়ে তেতিরি তবশ্বকারপে েীে ট আটটট 

েল তনব টাচন কো েরব, িাে আর  এ েুটট 

েলরক গবতে মোচ গখ্লাে তনিয়িা তেরি 

পােরছ না আইতসতস। 

 

আ  াতনস্তান ও আয়ােলোরেে জনে 

সুখ্বে গনই 
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Table 8: Article and summary results of 5 

Article Summary 

পেম প্রাতথ টি তবশ্বকাপ জরয়ে আনন্দ তনরয় 

অবসরে এখ্ন েচীন গটন্ডুলকাে। গসবারেে 

মোন অব েে টুন টারমন্ট েুবোজ তসিংরয়ে 

জায় া গনই জািীয় েরল। গটন্ডুলকারেে 

ওরপতনিং পাটটনাে বীরেন্দে গেবা  তকিংবা 

 াইনারল ৯৭ োরনে অনবেে ইতনিংস গখ্লা 

গ ৌিম  ম্ভীে তবস্মৃতিে অিরল। জতেে খ্ান, 

েেেজন তসিংোও গনই তেরসরব। কতপলস 

গডতেলসএে পোঙ্ক অনুসেরণ ২০১১ 

তবশ্বকাপ শ্চজরিতছল গে োেিীয় েল, 

এবারেে গস্কায়ারড িাে প্রতিেতব গে 

সামানেই 

 

োেি: গ োতেট নয় তেরোপাযােীো 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9: Article and summary results of 6 

Article Summary 

অবরেরে ইিংতলে তপ্রতময়াে তলর  গ াল 

গপরলন মাতেও বারলারিতি। ইিাতলে এই 

 রোয়ারডটে এিতেন পে পাওয়া গ ালটট 

তলোেপুরলে জনে েরয় গ ল মোমূলেবান। 

িাে এই গ ারলে কলোরণই টরটনেোম 

েটস্পারেে তবপরক্ষ জয় তনরয় মাঠ ছােরি 

গপরেরছ অল গেড নারম পতেতচি েলটট। 

 

অবরেরে বারলারিতিে গ াল, তলোেপুরলে 

জয় 
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Table 10: Article and summary results of 7 

Article Summary 

বণ টবারেে তনরেযাজ্ঞাে কােরণ প্রথম চাে 

তবশ্বকারপ তছল না িাো। পরেে ছয় 

তবশ্বকারপ িারেে অবযাতেি উপতিতি। আে 

অতনবাে টোরব প্রতিবােই েুেটার েে খ্াোয় 

কাটা পরে তবোয় ো েরেবী েতে খ্াতনকটা 

মুচতক োসরিন, িােরল ১৯৯২ গথরক শুরু 

করে প্রতিটট তবশ্বকারপই গজিাে সম্ভাবনা 

তছল েতক্ষণ আতিকাে। 

 

েতক্ষণ আতিকা: অপবাে গঘাচারনাে সুরো  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11: Article and summary results of 8 

Article Summary 

তনিয়িা গকবল অতনিয়িায় পাতকস্তান 

শ্চিরকট েরলে তবরেেরণ এই বাকে েরথষ্ট। 

আে িা সব টকারলে, সব টেরু ে জনে 

প্ররোজে। গোক গসটট ইমোরনে খ্ারনে 

তকিংবা ওয়াতসম আকোম, ওয়াকাে ইউনুস, 

ইনজামামউল েরকে েল। এবারেে 

তমসবােউল েরকে পাতকস্তারনে শ্চিরকটীয় 

চতেরেে উপসিংোেও গসটট। 

 

পাতকস্তান: তনিয়িা গকবল অতনিয়িায় 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Article and summary results of 9 

Article Summary 

তবশ্বকারপে মূল লোইরয় নামাে আর  

মানতসক ও োেীতেকোরব প্রস্তুি েওয়াে 

ওপে গুরুত্ব তেরেন বািংলারেে অতযনায়ক 

মােোত  তবন মুিটজা। পাতকস্তান ও 

আয়ােলোরেে তবপরক্ষে েুটট প্রস্তুতি মোরচে 

পে অতযনায়রকে মরন েরে, মানতসক 

েশ্চিে ঘাটতিে কােরণ িাে সিীথ টো মারঠ 

সামরথ টেে অনুবাে কেরি পােরছন না। 

 

বািংলারেে েরল মানতসক েশ্চিে ঘাটতি 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

 

 

Learning Bengali is more relevant than ever as we approach the Information Age. The 

use of a text summarization system can help you save time, energy, and data. The 

majority of summaries are extractive and abstractive. The development and extension 

of Bengali NLP research is the primary focus of this investigation. I have used Bengali 

material as our model's input and written up a brief summary of the material that would 

emerge from that clustering: Bengali. First, I put together a template for English-

language material, and then I create this one for Bengali. In general, the encoding and 

decoding processes for the two messages are equivalent. The amount of Bengali text in 

our database is limited. Regardless, the machine's responses to this data set are 

impressive. The age of the short text summary has been accounted for in this 

methodology, which has proven effective in Bengali. I have defined both the clustering 

and outlining lengths. With this predetermined duration in mind, the machine may 

generate the rundown. In fact, this is the main limitation of my methodology. If the 

cycle time is too long, the model will not function properly. Here we have yet another 

potential test case for the Bengali content inventory. Pre-processing Bengali content for 

translation into another language might be challenging. The pre-processing library, in 

this case, must be compatible with Bengali text. Converting text to a vector is also a 

crucial part of these problems. To fix the content problem, reliable word to vector 

conversion must be provided. In the end, no machine can guarantee proper accuracy. It 

is known that there are limitations to the operation of each machine. In essence, my 

summarizer model has its own set of limitations. Above all else, it is essential that the 

model be able to generate an abstract summary of the Bengali language. This is a victory 

for my Bengali NLP recordings, which will be useful in my future studies. 
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5.2 FUTURE WORK 

 

 

When the dataset is too little to employ the model without restrictions, like in the case 

of limited succession, for example. That being said, we've already accounted for the 

most likely future result in our model. Being that inspections are always an ongoing 

process. As a result, this structure will be gradually adopted by the Bengali language. 

There has to be much more research done to create a legal framework for any efforts. 

When that occurs, investigation always reveals the best answer. Therefore, questioning 

one's work is crucial to its eventual realisation and growth. What can be achieved in the 

future is constrained by the limitations set by past efforts. Understanding the 

shortcomings of prior work helps in developing a robust framework. Extending the size 

of the current dataset to include more Bengali text is the next phase of this work. 

Automatic length-agnostic model updates and fresh starts. Due to this, the model will 

be independent of the length of the material. Although it is a sophisticated model, it can 

be executed on the most recent version of TensorFlow (1.15). But for more recent 

updates, you'll need to change the code. The results of the study must be conveyed by 

the model after they have been analysed. Therefore, the growth of applications like 

online and portable applications is profoundly affected by the future of computerised 

reasoning. This is why I've written some code to generate Bengali-language summaries 

of abstract texts automatically. 
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